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Effects of magnetic reconnection

Global topology and connectivity of the field lines 
change, 

Magnetic energy is converted to heat, kinetic 
energy, and fast particles.

Large currents, electric fields and shock waves are 
generated which help to accelerate particles.



  

Most strong particle acceleration occurs during the 
impulsive phase and it is most obviously characterised by 
impulsive hard X-rays (HXR) and microwave emission 
which implies  the presence of accelerated electrons.

HXR emission (photon energies > 10 keV) occurs in 
impulsive bursts, fractions of seconds long. It correlates 
well with impulsive microwave radio emission in the 
3-10 GHz range.

Both HXR and microwaves show complex fluctuations on 
short timescales, implying multiple short acceleration 
bursts.
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About energetic particles: electric field acceleration or 
stochastic acceleration, such as by shocks?

electron spectral index

Hard X-ray

microwave

Foot-point or loop-top source?

Thin target or Thick target?

(Qiu et al. 2004)

2.



  

 particle acceleration by electric field and then 
collapsing magnetic traps

(Somov & Kosugi 1997)

Evolving magnetic traps form between shock 
fronts and closed magnetic loops formed by 
successive magnetic reconnection.

Pre-accelerated (by electric field) electrons are 
further accelerated in the traps via a first Fermi 
mechanism, and then precipitate to emit at foot-
points.

1.

2.



  



  

Flare radiation and emission 
mechanisms

Radio – microwave to metre wavelengths, produced by 
gyrosynchrotron, bremsstrahlung and collective plasma 
processes.

Optical emission – lines and continua, Hα line is seen in emission 
(due to collisional excitation in hot, flare-produced plasma).  

White-light continua are probably produced by  hydrogen 
recombination following electron bombardment and  H- emission. 

UV lines and continua – excitation by hot flare-produced plasma, 
with an “impulsive contribution” due to nonthermal electrons. 



  

•EUV line emission.

•Soft X-ray – lines and continua (thermal e - - p + 
bremsstrahlung, bound-free continuum).

•Hard X-rays– non-thermal e - - p + bremsstrahlung.

∀γ-ray lines and continua:
    - continuum up to 1 MeV produced by non-relativistic 
    electron bremsstrahlung
    - >10 MeV continuum is due to relativistic electron 
       bremsstrahlung.

Flare radiation and emission mechanisms 
(contd.)



  

γ-ray emission (contd.)

  - narrow lines in 4-7 MeV range produced when  
    accelerated p+ and α particles interact with ambient
    heavy nuclei.
   - strongest  γ-ray line is the neutron capture line at 
     2.23 MeV, with another strong line at  0.511 MeV due
     to positron annihilation.

Flare radiation and emission mechanisms (contd.)



  

Svestka   1976



Magnetic field
Matter 

by synchrotron radiation (by                                      )

Radiation 
field

e

• Bremsstrahlung 
• emission



  

 Emission Mechanisms

• Inverse Compton Radiation
• Synchrotron Radiation
• bremsstrahlung
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Radiative  transfer equation
• transfer equation:                   emission

emission coefficient ην

      
 

Energy added to the ray:

is proportional to path element:

ννν dIIdsI +                          

σωνν dddtddIdE     +=

dsdI νν η= 

ds

 

Increment in
 Intensity
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Radiative Transfer Equation
The specific intensity of radiation is the energy flux per 
unit time, unit frequency, unit solid angle and unit area 
normal to the direction of propagation.
The radiative transfer equation states that the specific 
intensity of radiation Iσ during its propagation in a medium 
is subject to losses due to extinction and to gains due to 
emission:

σσσ
σ ρµ jI

dx
dI ⋅+⋅−=

where x  is the co-ordinate along the optical path, µσ is the 
extinction coefficient, ρ  is the mass density jσ  is the 
emission coefficient per unit mass. 

Bruno Carli , IFAC
frequency σ  
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A Simple Case

•  no scattering effect,

•  local thermodynamic equilibrium,

•  homogeneous medium.
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Interaction radiation – matter
Energy can be removed from, or delivered to, the 

radiation field

Classification by physical processes:

True absorption:     photon is destroyed, energy is 
transferred into kinetic energy of gas

True emission: photon is generated, extracts kinetic 
energy from the gas

Scattering: photon interacts with scatterer
→ direction changed
→ no energy exchange with gas



  

Extinction

In general, the extinction coefficient  μσ  includes both the 
absorption coefficient ασ and the scattering coefficient sσ, 

aerosolaerosolgasgas ss σσσσσ ααµ +++=

In the case of a pure gas atmosphere with no-scattering a 
simple expression is obtained:

σσσ ααµ == gas



  

Emission

In absence of scattering and for local thermodynamic  
equilibrium (LTE), the source function is equal to :

where ασ is the absorption coefficient (equal to the emission 
coefficient for the Kirchhoff's law) and Bσ(T)  is the Plank 
function at frequency σ  and temperature T.
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Radiative Transfer Equation
for LTE and No Scattering

For an atmosphere with no scattering and in LTE the 
radiative transfer equation is reduced to:

)(TBI
dx

dI
σσσσ

σ αα ⋅+⋅−=

 



  

Analytical Solution of the Integral   
 Homogeneous Medium

An analytical integral expression of the differential 
equation of radiative transfer:

 

can only be obtained for an homogeneous medium. 

 

)(TBI
dx

dI
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Analytical Solution of the Integral 
 Homogeneous Medium

The differential equation is at point x and we want to obtain the integral from x1  
and x2 .

This can be formally obtained multiplying both terms of the differential 
equation by exp[ασ(x¯x1)] (i.e. the attenuation from  x1 to  x ) . 
 

An expression is obtained that can be integrated from  x1 to  x2. 
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Analytical Solution of the Integral 
 Homogeneous Medium

In the integral expression of radiative transfer:

the first term is the Lambert-Beer law which gives the 
attenuation of the external source and the second term 
gives the emission of the local source.

( ) ( ) ( ))()(
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When the optical and physical properties of the medium 
are not constant along the optical path, the absorption 
coefficient ασ(x) and the local temperature T(x) depend on 
the variable of integration x. In general, for an 
inhomogeneous medium the differential equation cannot be 
analytically integrated. 



  

Integral equation of Radiative TransferIntegral equation of Radiative Transfer
variable mediumvariable medium
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Radio Flares



e

Synchrotron 
Radiation

Sergio Bottai:  hep.fi.infn.it/AIRWATCH/uhecr-4.ppt

Phil Plait  glast.sonoma.edu/ambassadors/training/presentations/



The Lorentz force acts perpendicularly to the magnetic 
field and bends the particle motion, thus leading to 
circulation (electrons in clockwise, and ions in anti-
clockwise sense) about the field  -> gyromotion at the 
gyro- or cyclotron frequency:



  

When the electron velocity is nonrelativisitic (v<<c or γ-
1<<1) the radiation pattern is just the dipole pattern.

Strongly forward 
peaked!

When the electron is relativistic (v~c or γ>>1) we have, i



  

What this means is that an observer sees a signal which 
becomes more and more sharply pulsed as the electron 
increases its speed (and therefore its energy).

T. S. Bastian   
NRAO



  

For a nonrelativistic electron, a sinusoidally varying 
electric field is seen which has a period 2π/ΩBe,

And the power spectrum yields a single tone (corresponding 
to the electron gyrofrequency).



  

As the electron energy increases, mild beaming begins 
and the observed variation of the electric field with 
time becomes non-sinusoidal.

The power spectrum shows power in low harmonics 
(integer multiples) of the electron gyrofrequency.

Gyroemission at low harmonics of the gyrofrequency is 
called cyclotron radiation or gyroresonance emission.



  

When the electron is 
relativistic the time 
variation of E is highly 
non-sinusoidal…

and the power 
spectrum shows power 
in many harmonics.



  

A detailed treatment of the spectral and angular 
characteristics of electron gyroemission requires a great deal 
of care. 
A precise expression for the emission coefficient that is valid 
for all electron energies is not available. Instead, expression 
are derived for various electron energy regimes:

Non-relativistic: γ-1<<1 (thermal) 

cyclotron or gyroresonance radiation

Mildly relativisitic: γ-1~1-5 (thermal/non-thermal) 

gyrosynchrotron radiation

Ultra-relativisitic: γ-1>>1 (non-thermal) 

synchrotron radiation 



  

                 I = J/k  (1- exp(-tau))      J,k  of  1 electron 

1. emissivity/absorption       physic. Process

2.           one electron------->      Population
               electron density energy distribution   N(E)

Synchrotron 

The electrons involved are  “non-thermal “ i.e., with 
power law energy distribution: 

dECEdEEN p−=)(



  

Sun  at 
17 GHz

Nobeyama RH



  

                 I = J/k  (1- exp(-tau))



  

17 GHz

B gram

SXR



  



  



  
Gelfriekh 2004



  

from J. Lee



  

A Schematic Model
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Nonuniform magnetic fields in space

Curvature

Gradient

Shear, twist

Divergence



  

Gyration of ions and electrons III

Helicoidal ion orbit in a uniform magnetic field

If one includes a constant speed parallel to the field, the particle 
motion is three-dimensional and looks like a helix. The pitch angle of 
the helix or particle velocity with respect to the field depends on the 
ratio of perpendicular to parallel velocity components.



 Natalia Ganushkina (FMI)



 Natalia Ganushkina (FMI)



 Natalia Ganushkina (FMI)

Bounce period, τb, is the time it 
takes a particle to move back and 
forth between the two mirror points. 
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In the context of the standard model:...

as the elcctrons travel along closed magnetic fields, those with
large   pitch angles and sufficient energy  
(several hundred keV)  lose their energy as gyrosynchrotron 
radiation 
the others reach the chromospere. Their collision with the 
dense plasma reveals itself by nonthermal hard X-ray radiation 
(HXR, typically between 10-100 keV).



  

Hard X-ray Flares



  

Bremsstrahlung Spectrum
• Bremsstrahlung emission (German word meaning "braking 

radiation") 
• the radiation is produced as the electrons are deflected in 

the Coulomb field of the ions. 

Bremsstrahlung emission



  

    Thick-target bremsstrahlung occurs when an electron enters a
 thick material, loses energy by multiple collisions with the atoms 
and electrons in the material, and may eventually come to rest. 

  The rapid deposition of nonthermal kinetic energy causes an 
explosive pressure increase in the chromosphere such that heated 
material "evaporates" into the corona (e.g., Antonucci, Gabriel, & 
Dennis 1984).
This "chromospheric evaporation" flare scenario is observationally 
well supported for the Sun. The most compelling evidence for 
significant heating by nonthermal energy deposition is provided by the 
"Neupert effect". It manifests itself in a close similarity between the 
temporal integral of the  hard X-ray  lightcurve  and the soft  X-
ray lightcurve (describing the accumulated thermal energy in the hot 
plasma). 



  



  

The ‘standard’ thick-target flare model
Preceding the flare, an Hα prominence (or filament) 

is activated, becomes unstable and starts to rise.
Following its eruption the opened magnetic field 

lines reconnect below.
Particles are accelerated, the reconnection jet collides 

with the SXR loop below producing an MHD fast 
shock producing the HXR loop-top source and 
further acceleration.

Electrons and ions stream down the legs of the loop 
producing HXR emission when they meet the 
dense chromosphere.



  

Other features of the thick-target 
model 

• Chromospheric material is heated so rapidly that 
energy cannot be radiated away; plasma expands 
to fill the SXR loops.

• As the reconnection proceeds, more and more field 
lines reconnect producing an arcade of loops seen 
in SXR.

• The flare footpoints seen in Hα as ribbons can be 
seen to move apart. Similar motion seen at HXR 
footpoints.



  

•Hard X-ray source appear at the top of the  loop
•Compact hard X-ray sources appear at two footpoints of soft X-
ray loop
•Coronal loop structure of soft X-ray 

Flare Model



  

SPECTRA



  

                 I = J/k  (1- exp(-tau))

1. emissivity/absorption       physic. Process
2.           one electron------->      Population
               electron density energy distribution   N(E)

3.  If unresolved:

       Integral over  source solid angle...             (size/distance)
        Flux density   S 
                Spectrum:         S    vs    frequency
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In this case, we have 
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Flux density (Jy)



  

• Radio astronomers express flux density in units of Janskys

• Solar radio physics tends to employ solar flux units (SFU)

• While specific intensity can be expressed in units of Jy/beam or 
SFU/beam, a simple and intuitive alternative is brightness 
temperature, which has units of Kelvin.

1 Jy = 10-26 W m-2 Hz-1 

1 SFU = 104 Jy 



  

B=100 G

B=200 G

B=500 G

B=1000 G

Νpk ~ B 3/4

ην ~ B2.5



  

The flare’s hard X-ray spectrum
The HXR spectrum can be described by a
power law:

γ−= CE
dE

EdI )(
photons m-2 s-1 keV-1

where I(E) is the measured photon flux and γ is the
spectral hardness where 2.5< γ<5.0 usually. The
spectral constant C ranges between 103-107, 
increasing with higher values of γ.



  

Hard X-ray flare spectrum with derived
spectra of the X-ray producing electrons 
(Johns & Lin, 1992)

X-ray  flares



  

Flare: Spectrum
• The emission spectrum during flare’s impulsive phase



  

Flare:  Spectrum
• A full flare spectrum may have three components:

1. Exponential distribution in Soft X-ray energy range (e.g., 1 
keV to 10 keV): 
• thermal Bremsstrahlung emission

3. Power-law distribution in hard X-ray energy range (e.g., 10 
keV to 100 keV): 
• non-thermal Bremstrahlung emission
• dF(E)/dE = AE–γ   Photons cm-2 s-1 keV-1

    Where γ is the power-law index

4. Power-law plus spectral line distribution in Gamma-ray 
energy range (e.g., 100 keV to 100 MeV)
• non-thermal Bremstrahlung emission
• Nuclear reaction



  


